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by Jared Paben

In survey responses, MRFs reported that average value of
curbside recyclables went up considerably in the fourth
quarter of 2020. | jantsarik/Shutterstock

Recycling processors know that 2020 ended strongly when it
comes to commodity values. Two recent surveys quantify the
blended-value boost.

“With all of the disruptions in 2020 due to the pandemic and
shifting end-markets, it ended on a bright note for the recycling
community,” according to a report from the Northeast Recycling
Council (NERC). “Values for most commodities processed at
residential MRFs rose significantly.”

Based on data from 19 materials recovery facilities, NERC
calculated the blended value of a ton of recyclables (including
the expense of handling and disposing of residuals) was
$53.96 during the fourth quarter of 2020. That was up 34%
from the third quarter and up 55% year-over-year.

Without factoring in residuals, the blended value of a ton was
$60.46 during the fourth quarter of 2020, up 29% from the third
quarter and up 43% year over year.

The latest recycling industry news

Paper end users forecast higher OCC prices

Paper mill operators anticipate strong demand
for corrugated packaging will continue to drive
up prices for recovered fiber, according to
recent earnings calls.

Republic and MIRA reach contract
settlement

A Connecticut recycling authority will pay
Republic Services $1.3 million, and Republic
agreed to continue running the authority’s MRF
for a couple more months, as part of a legal
settlement.

Pandemic e-commerce drives mill’s recycled
packaging

A Pacific Northwest paper mill has begun
producing new grades of paper made from
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MRFs reported that their processing costs averaged $80 per
ton, down 5% from the third quarter and down 8% year over
year.

It was NERC’s seventh survey of its kind.

Ontario pricing also up
Meanwhile, in Ontario, the Continuous Improvement Fund
(CIF) released a price sheet showing steep increases in
material values for processors in the province.

The composite value of a metric ton of recyclables in Ontario
was $92 (Canadian dollars) during the fourth quarter, up 20%
from the third quarter and up 25% year over year. For U.S.
readers, that fourth-quarter value is equal to $66.15 USD per
short ton.

The price sheet showed the January 2021 price continuing to
climb. In January, the composite index value of a metric ton
was $113 Canadian, or about $81.24 USD for a short ton. That
was up a whopping 82% year over year.

The firm EcoCompass creates the price sheet for the CIF,
which was formed as part of Ontario’s extended producer
responsibility program for curbside recyclables.
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Paper end users forecast higher OCC prices

Prices for most recycled plastics continue to rise

Expert explains why OCC prices are bucking expectations
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Read more recent stories
Paper end users forecast higher OCC prices

Republic and MIRA reach contract settlement

Pandemic e-commerce drives mill's recycled packaging

Battery processors lay out latest moves

UBC end user to boost use of recycled metals

recovered fiber, a response to changing end
markets and growing customer interest in
recycled content.

Battery processors lay out latest moves

A battery recycling company goes public, North
American collection numbers are released, and
a lead-acid battery recycling technology
company moves into the lithium-ion realm.
Those announcements were made around
National Battery Day last Thursday.

UBC end user to boost use of recycled
metals

Constellium, which runs a major recycling
operation in Alabama, will borrow funds for a
number of sustainability projects, including
efforts that will significantly increase the amount
of recycled aluminum the company consumes.

Prices for most recycled plastics continue to
rise

The past month has been marked by value
boosts for recovered PET, HDPE and PP. Fiber
grades recovered in curbside programs,
however, have been flat or slightly down.

Recycling policy continues to churn in
statehouses

An expansive packaging stewardship proposal
was recently introduced in Massachusetts.
Meanwhile, a bill providing state assistance to
bolster recycling markets has cleared both
legislative chambers in Maryland.
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